
 VIRTUAL PARENT FORUM MEETING NOTES 

 

MEETING NOTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY 16th JUNE 2021 AT 18:00 VIA TEAMS DUE TO 

COVID 19 

PRIORY GOVERNORS PRESENT: Jim Endersby, Julia Blake-Madigan, Sarah Roberts, John Griffiths, Liz Webb, 

and Martin Penrose 

HEADTEACHER: Tony Smith (TS) 

APOLOGIES FROM GOVERNORS: Sarah Hinks and Peter Colebourn 

PARENTS: 14 

ALSO PRESENT: Emma Brinkhurst (Clerk) 

 

Welcome 

Sarah Roberts (Chair of Governors) thanked parents for signing up to Priory’s virtual parent forum and for 

sending in their questions on their sign up forms. Sarah wanted to wish our Year 11s well. 

Tony Smith (Headteacher) welcomed parents. It was suggested that we take questions that were sent in 

first (which have been grouped into topic areas), provide answers to those, and then if parents have 

further questions we could answer those. 

 

Catch up/Covid-19/online schooling 

 How is extra funding being spent to ‘catch up’? 

TS shared his screen with parents and showed them the covid-19 catch up action plan which is 

also available on the school website via the link below. The report illustrates how Priory are 

using the funds. The school has used evidenced based research to decide on how to utilise the 

funds (mostly from the Education Endowment Trust). The dominant approach is to focus on 

quality first teaching with a continuing development of the curriculum to ensure our intent is 

being delivered. For the core subjects of English, maths and science the funds are being used to 

increase staffing by employing one additional teacher in each of these subjects. We have also 

purchased revision guides and laptops with some of the funding. 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-

plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1623918595 

 Can we be assured that if there was another lockdown, there would be fully interactive 
online teaching? It was clear from the last parents' forum that parents all felt this was 
needed in order to keep students engaged? 
 

It is unlikely we will provide five face to face lessons per day for students but we aim to provide a 
blend of learning which we hope would include a minimum of at least two face to face lessons 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1623918595
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1623918595
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per day for students. It was explained that staff have been provided with cameras so if another 
lockdown did happen they would be able to continue their work from home. The school will set 
up a Teams working group but unfortunately due to time constraints including the huge time 
commitment required to complete teacher assessed grades for Year 11 this has not started yet. 

 

 Students’ morale post home schooling? 

Morale seems to be very good; the majority of students are pleased to be back in school – a 

small number of students being the exception. The school recently had a Local Authority 

Safeguarding Review which included a selection of students for a panel who gave positive 

comments on i.e. feeling safe in school. 

Consistent area for homework 

Q A parent mentioned they had a student in Year 8 and had a query on homework – Teams and 
Show My Homework seemed to be being used so it is difficult to identify all homework as it is 
not in one consistent place from all subjects? 
 
ACTION: TS responded that this makes sense. A ‘one stop shop’ for homework is needed and he 
would take this back and speak to our IT department to research. 
 

Wearing hats in P.E lessons on hot days 
 
Q Are hats not allowed for P.E lessons on really hot days like we are having at the moment? 
TS said on break/lunches he has seen students wearing hats in the sunshine. 
 
ACTION: TS responded he was unaware of this but he would liaise with the P.E department. 

 
Spraying of perfume – asthma attacks 
 
Q A parent asked is there a way we can reduce the spraying of perfume by students which is against 
the school rules as it causes asthma attacks in his child? 
 
TS agreed this was not acceptable. He asked if the student could let the House team know where 
this is exactly happening so that school can follow up. 
 
Reports 

 Reports – How useful is the information given for parents? 

TS said that when we developed our reporting system parents were involved in the process and it 

was agreed the idea of using the grade the student was working at with a year average for parents 

to compare would be useful TS said perhaps now parents would like the school to review the report 

structure. It was explained that some parents found the Year 11 report sent in January/February 

reassuring as it gave them an idea of grades students were working towards.  
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The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) have been re-structured and there have been some changes to 

roles.  Nicola Stevens is overseeing reporting and has started work to review this however this has 

been difficult to launch with covid/lockdowns/year 11 grading.  

A parent explained that when they received a report they were worried about the grade on the 

report so contacted the subject teacher. The Teacher said an assessment had just been carried out 

and student was working at a higher level than said on the report – perhaps not always accurate. A 

parent said sometimes the statements on the report don’t make sense and just say i.e. teacher 

absence or have spelling mistakes on the statements. TS explained that the school will be reviewing 

reporting next year. 

Direct policy/action plan for tackling i.e. homophobia 

 Does the school have a direct policy or action plan for tackling incidences of matters such as 

homophobia, body shaming, and sexism? 

We don’t have individual policies but we have a general policy which is the school’s behaviour 

policy – we have a zero tolerance approach for tackling anti-social behaviour e.g. homophobia. 

Zero tolerance means these issues are challenged (it does not mean that there are necessarily 

harsh sanctions but the language and behaviour are challenged and in many cases sanctions 

issued). At full governors meetings hate crimes are reported to governors; including if an 

incident was towards a male/female/non and the year group of the student and a brief 

explanation of the incident. The school have to report these to the Local Authority. Topics such 

as homophobia, racism and positive relationships topics are tackled in lifeskills lessons and in 

tutor sessions.  

TS mentioned the letter he had sent to parents this week available via the website on the link: 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Sexual-Abuse-in-Schools-June-

2021.pdf?t=1623922249. This letter follows an Ofsted report being released last week including 

the high profile topic highlighted in the media of sexual harassment. TS said he is disappointed 

to see Priory named on the ‘Everyone’s Invited’ website but so are many East Sussex schools and 

about 3,000 nationally. The school expect all staff to address poor language that is 

reported/recorded. All schools have seen a significant increase of online bullying, increased 

racism and homophobia since the lockdown. Most Priory students are tolerant and 

understanding of other students which was identified in our recent peer review.  

The school has recently responded to a request for changing areas for non-binary students and has 

introduced some gender neutral toilets. A parent mentioned they felt there was a lot less anti-

gender stigma in Secondary’s than in primaries i.e. boys and girls are encouraged to follow Maths 

and Science, for example. It was commented that schools do reflect wider society and are expected 

to address the issues faced by society. The parent asked how would a student with an issue privately 

speak to someone they trust at school .e. out of hours in confidence. TS said that on the last page of 

the school newsletter – the safeguarding page contains the email addresses of the House Heads so 

students could email their House Head. A parent mentioned that students probably feel that school 

newsletters are for parents to read not for students? Could students be made aware that 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Sexual-Abuse-in-Schools-June-2021.pdf?t=1623922249
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Sexual-Abuse-in-Schools-June-2021.pdf?t=1623922249
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newsletters are for students too? The parent mentioned that their child said posters are put up 

around school with important messages on for students. TS explained that the recent safeguarding 

review recommended that every student should have a trusted adult who they would feel 

comfortable talking to (this is also identified in evidence based research). On the student panel for 

the review most of the students felt there was someone they could go to but it would depend on the 

particular issue. Students were aware of the house system, school counsellor and Student Support 

Officer. On the report it was suggested having a worry box for students which we will implement and 

we are working through the other recommendations. It was felt Year 7 and 8 students have had 

considerably less time in school due to covid/lockdowns and may not be aware of people they can 

go to. 

ADHD 

 How does the school assist children with ADHD? 

The school have a range of different strategies for different categories of ADHD. If ADHD is identified 

on a student’s Education Health Care Plan (EHCP) more support is provided internally/externally. If a 

student has a diagnosis of ADHD but does not qualify for an EHCP Jo Nulty (our Senco) has detailed 

notes and the diagnosis would be on our SEND register and a profile/passport on the student would 

be produced which would include the student’s triggers and effective strategies; these would be 

shared with staff. We also have an alternative curriculum available for KS3, forest school (Y8) and 

media school (Y9) plus Roots (Y7). We are aware some students find it difficult to sit for an hour long 

lesson. The most important thing we do is treat all students as individuals some we can support by a 

reduced or part timetable depending on diagnosis/triggers. Our house teams work with the families. 

Since we have been back from the lockdowns there is a lack of external resources available and we 

desperately need more professional support in schools. We have to be effective as we can with 

resources available but the high level of demand significantly exceeds the resources we have 

available. 

A new parent mentioned they have a student in Year 9 who started this year the parent is a life 

coach. The parent said with everything all students have been through this last year with covid 

everyone struggles with sitting at a desk for five lessons per day. The parent felt with covid it is a 

wonderful opportunity to look at how schools could teach differently. It was commented that most 

students would enjoy media school. The parent said if students move every 20/30 minutes they 

learn better. TS explained Priory have a wide breadth of curriculum i.e. Dance, Food, Art, Drama, and 

Design Technology which includes a high amount of practical subjects. The school has faced some 

challenges due to covid i.e. needing to keep students in their bubbles. We normally have the student 

leadership body but due to not being able to mix bubbles they have not had as strong a voice since 

coming back in September and it was felt using Teams would not be the same as students meeting in 

person. The teacher assessed grading has also created a huge amount of additional work which has 

impacted on the capacity to do other work. TS said he is part of a small Headteachers group re-

thinking the curriculum and trying to get government/Ofsted to look at this as we come out of covid. 

The parent said if the parent body can do anything to support this could the school let parents know. 
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Water  

 Is it still the case that the only water available at school and at lunch is bottled water that 

you have to pay for? 

The school have water fountains around the school site and in the canteen there are plastic cups 

available for water for students which is free. 

 

Mask wearing in classrooms/using P.E changing rooms with the increase in covid delta cases 

Q A parent asked if masks have to be worn in classrooms at the moment with the increase in the 

number of covid cases? 

At the moment we follow the Local Authority advice which is masks do not have to be worn in 

classrooms. But in areas of poor ventilation and i.e. in corridors mask should be worn. TS said he is 

expecting information from the Local Authority and Public Health about the reintroduction of face 

coverings for the remainder of the term. We have real concerns with the increase in the delta 

variant spreading amongst young people who if they do catch covid are not affected badly by it. We 

have already had two positive lateral flow test results – one after having a PCR test was found to be 

negative so the bubble of students could return to school. The other set are self-isolating. The 

parent said if advice does not come from above would you possibly consider Priory re-instating mask 

wearing in classrooms till the end of term. TS said he would consider this as it has been a worry that 

two bubbles have been sent home already this term and for the remaining five weeks this would 

seem to be a sensible approach. 

Q Following the above question would you also re-consider students not using the P.E changing 

rooms to change for P.E with the increased numbers of covid cases. It was said that the parent’s 

child said sixty students are packed in the P.E changing rooms all changing at the same time for P.E - 

parent was aware they are wearing masks? 

TS said he would wait to see what the Local Authority guidance advises. TS explained that the top 

windows in the changing rooms have been opened to support ventilation.  

 

Staff turnover in Maths 

 There seems to be a high turnover of staff in my child's maths lessons (Year 8 group C1).  My 
child now has three maths teachers - a different one for each lesson.  Is this likely to 
continue into next year as we feel that my child is really struggling in maths as a result of 
this? 

In Maths we have a teacher on maternity leave and some staff absences (Maths in not the only 
subject to experience this). In order that we do not have a supply teacher for all lessons for one class 
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we reallocated the specialist teachers.  So instead of having two lessons with a supply teacher we 
can have a supply teacher doing one of the classes and the rest by two specialists. TS hoped this 
would not continue next year. 
 

Behaviour points 

 I would like someone to explain to me how the behaviour points work and do they really 
work? 

The logs are a way of us recording incidents they don’t work for all students but for the vast number 
of students they do especially our conscientious students. TS explained that sanctions alone are less 
effective, it is the re-building relationships via restorative meetings following an incident that are 
more beneficial. 
 
School Newsletter 
Q A parent asked when the school newsletter is sent out if there is something important in it could it 
be added on the subject of the email i.e. students are not allowed to wear P.E kit as the parent said 
sometimes due to time constraints the parent does not always read them and might miss important 
information. 
 
ACTION: TS will take back. 
 

Sarah Roberts thanked the parents for participating in Parents Forum tonight. Sarah wanted to wish all the 

students an enjoyable last term. 

 

Meeting closed 19:04  

Next Parent Forum: TBC  


